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look at reaction times. Yes, if we study how it unfolds in time
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Visual lexical decision is a classical paradigm in Psycholinguistic, and numerous studies have assessed a so-called "lexicality effect"
(i.e., better performance with lexical over non-lexical stimuli). Far less is know relative to the dynamics of choice, as many studies
measure overal reaction times which are not informative of the underlying processes. To unfold visual lexical decision in time, we
measured participants' hand movements toward one of two items alternatives by recording the streaming x,y coordinates of the
computer mouse. Participants categorized as 'lexical' or 'non-lexical' four kinds of stimuli: high and low frequency words,
pseudowords, and letter strings. Spatial attraction toward the opposite category was present for low frequency words and
pseudowords. Increasing stimuli ambiguity lead to enhcanced movements' complexity and trajectories' attraction to competitors, as
no such effect was present for high frequency words and letter strings. Results fit well with dynamic models of perceptual decision-
making describing the process as a competition between alternatives guided by the continuous accumulation of evidence, as well as
with a recent neural model of visual word recognition that highlights the role of top-down influences and predictions on perceptual
processes. More broadly, our results point to a key role of statistical decision theory to study linguistic processing in terms of dynamic
and non-modular mechanisms. Finally, we discuss two aspects that make our set-up challenging for current dynamical models of
decision-making: 1) not all information (e.g. ortographic, phonological and semantic) is available at the same time, therefore the
accumulation process is nonstationary; 2) the choice is not completed at the action onset, but can be revised at any time during the
movement.
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